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FY 2015 – FY 2024 Proposed CIP 
General Government Work Session Follow-up 

 

June 17, 2014 
 

The attached information is provided in response to questions raised by Mr. Vihstadt 
and Ms. Garvey after the General Government Proposed CIP work session on June 3, 
2014.  Responses to questions 1-6 are provided below.  A response to question 7 
(regarding Schools) will be forthcoming in a separate distribution. 
 

1.  Streetcar Funding as Total CIP Percentage 

Please explain the reasons for this dramatic hike and the anticipated magnitude 
of future escalations.    
 
(Please see pages E-32 and E-47 for a summary of the changes from the FY13-22 CIP) 
 
The increase in the cost of both streetcar lines was primarily due to two factors, a 
recommendation from the FTA Program Management Oversight Contractor (PMOC) for 
cost estimate adjustments, and a revised schedule which extended the project timeline.  
For Columbia Pike, this extended the start of revenue service by 4.5 years, and for 
Crystal City it extended the revenue service start date by 1.5 years.    
The PMOC report adjustment to cost estimates include a 14th vehicle and longer 
vehicles to address higher ridership projections, additional equipment, higher unit costs, 
higher engineering and start-up costs, higher project contingency from 18% to 30% ($61 
million), and increased escalation rate from 3% to 4% ($48 million).   
The extended schedule reflects a revised timeframe for engineering, contract 
procurements, and construction.  Costs also increased due to the effects of the 
extended number of years of cost escalation, 4% annually, under this new schedule. 
 
Explain the impact this increase in CIP for the two streetcar programs had on the 
other CIP components, in that the CIP share for other components dropped from 
86% to 81% of the total CIP.  
 
For example, why has the Parks & Recreation share fallen from 11% (FY13-22) to 
a proposed 7%  for FY15-24, and Community Conservation & Economic 
Development (the latter a top Board priority in the face of stubbornly high 
commercial property vacancy rates) dropped from 6% to 4% of the total CIP 
share?   What items within these categories (or other categories) were cut to 
make room for higher streetcar spending? 
 

The increase of the two streetcar programs has not impacted any component of the 

Proposed CIP outside of transportation.  Both programs are funded entirely from 
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revenue sources that are restricted to only transportation purposes, except for TIF 

funding which is restricted to infrastructure projects within the TIF district.  Most of the 

changes in the proportion of the CIP is due to additional funding for transportation that 

was authorized by HB2313, and not reallocation of funds among categories, 

Two funding sources for the overall transportation program have an impact on the rest 

of the CIP.  Those are PAYG and GO bond funding.  In the FY 2013 – FY 2022 CIP, the 

transportation program required $215 million in funding from those two sources.  In the 

FY 2015 – FY 2024 CIP, that amount is $189 million.   

On the GO bond funding, 75% of the funding is for paving, which is not eligible for 

funding by the $0.125 commercial and industrial (C&I) tax, or by the new NVTA 30% 

Local and 70% Regional revenues.  The remaining 25% ($30 million) of bond funded 

projects are also not recommended for funding by the C&I tax or the NVTA revenues 

because they do not meet one or more of the requirements of those funding sources.  

For example, the WalkArlington and BikeArlington programs do not fall primarily within 

the commercial business districts, therefore they are not good candidates for funding by 

the C&I tax.  Transportation Systems and Traffic Signals includes both expansion and 

non-expansion projects.  Replacement of existing signals is not an eligible project for 

funding by either the C&I tax or the new NVTA revenues.   

Funding for parks and recreation in the FY 2015-FY 2024 CIP was reduced by $75M 

compared to the last CIP due to the decrease in funding for Long Bridge Park.  This is 

comprised of $72.6 million for Phase II (aquatics, health & fitness facility) and design of 

phase IIIA (6th St South entry and outdoor play features) which were fully funded in 

the FY 2013 CIP.   Also, $3.9 million for Phase IIIB design (fourth synthetic field, 

structured parking, second storage building, observation bridge, raised walkway) was 

not included in the FY 2015 CIP as the County was evaluating next steps in the park’s 

overall build out. Funding for community conservation and economic development is 

lower because the Spectrum Theatre project has been removed.  In the last CIP, this 

project was planned through development of Rosslyn Plaza; however, since then the 

project has been put on hold so that other options can be assessed that may provide 

the best use of community benefits.   

Decreases in both of these areas were attributable solely to the projects’ changes in 

priorities and/or project readiness. 

2.  Streetcar Bonds 

A. The CIP, at page B-8, provides a comparison chart of General Obligation 
Bond Referenda between the adopted FY13-22 CIP and the proposed FY15-
24 CIP. 
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Under Transportation, there is a line item for the Route 1 (now Crystal City) 
Streetcar showing $20,000,000 for "GO and Other Bond Funding" in FY16 in 
the FY13-22 CIP, but no dollars for such bond funding in the FY15-24 CIP. 
 
Please explain why such GO and Other Bond Funding for the Crystal City 
Streetcar has been dropped, and why no GO and Other Bond Funding is 
being sought for the Columbia Pike Streetcar? 

 
Since the adoption of the FY 2013 – FY 2022 CIP, there have been new 
revenues created as part of HB2313, the NVTA 30% and 70% funds. 
Additionally, the FY 2013 – FY 2022 CIP assumed the County would apply for 
the FTA Small Starts program.  The assumed funding level under this program 
was 30%.  The PMOC report indicated that, under the revised cost assumptions, 
the FTA New Starts program is a more appropriate program. The FY 2015 – FY 
2024 assumes a 49% reimbursement rate under New Starts.   
 
With these new local/regional funding sources, which total $128 million for the 
30% revenues, and potentially up to $300 million of 70% regional funding, along 
with the higher level of federal funding due to shifting to New Starts, there was no 
need to request GO bond funding for the Crystal City Streetcar in the Proposed 
FY 2015 – FY 2024 CIP.  This helped free up capacity for other County and 
School projects which are not transportation related and cannot access these 
new revenue sources.   

 
B. CIP page E-33 shows a total of $35.4 million in TCF Bonds and page E-49 

shows a total of $22.6 million in TIF Bonds for the street car. Will these 
bonds be subject to public referenda? When, and why or why not?  

 
The bonds currently proposed in the FY 2015 – FY 2024 CIP in the TCF and TIF 
would be payable solely from those revenue sources and would not be treated as 
a debt of the County’s general fund, consistent with the County’s debt policies.  
The requirement for a referendum depends on the legal security structure of a 
bond issue.  General obligation bonds require referendum approval because the 
full faith and credit of the County is pledged in support of the debt; the 
requirement for referendum for revenue bonds varies and is not required where 
debt service payments are subject to appropriation.  While the specific legal 
structure of these bonds will not be finalized until the County goes to market 
(currently projected to start in FY 2018 for TIF Bonds and FY 2019 for TCF 
Bonds), it is currently assumed that the bonds will carry a “subject to 
appropriation” pledge which does not require referendum approval.   

 

3.  If the Streetcar is not Funded 

A.   If we do not build a streetcar, for what can the money planned for the 
streetcar be used?  What is the value of the staff overhead time that will be 
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saved and any contracts we would not need to let for engineering, 
environmental studies, etc.? 
Please accompany the answers with a matrix of all revenue sources for the 
streetcar (funds like the TCF and streams of revenue such as the new state 
transportation money and the CC TIF), what the rules or restrictions for 
those funds are (e.g., only for transportation, only for new projects), and 
the amounts currently in the revenue source and predicted to be there over 
the 10 years of the CIP for each such source so that out –year may be 
determined.   
 
Transportation funding, including revenue sources, requirements, and 
restrictions, is a complicated subject and staff has provided briefings to individual 
Board members on the subject.  Staff would be glad to present this information to 
all Board members and answer specific questions that Board members may 
have.  Providing alternative projects that could be funded if the streetcar is not 
funded would require significant additional analysis that a majority of the Board 
could direct staff to undertake.  In addition, the Streetcar Program is included in 
various adopted state, regional and local transportation and land use plan 
documents and agreements that would have to be reviewed/amended.  The 
program also includes two existing funding partners, Fairfax County and the 
Commonwealth of Virginia that would have to be consulted on any change of this 
magnitude.   
 

B.   Please also include a list of projects that the Manager recommends be 
funded now and at some point along the ten year CIP, showing the 
potential impact of not funding the streetcar on those projects by both 
funding allocation and speed of completion.   What would the Manager’s 
recommendation be for reprogramming of streetcar funds should the 
streetcar not be built? 

 
 The proposed CIP contains the Manager’s recommendations for the most 

prudent expenditure of transportation funds and the Manager is not 
recommending reprogramming of streetcar funds.   

 

4.  Transit Stops  

Pike and Crystal City Transit Stops 
 
A.   Differences between Streetcar and Bus Transit Stops:  New transit stops 

are expected along the Pike and the Route 1/Crystal City corridors. We 
understand that the Crystal City stops will be built first and accommodate 
bus rapid transit prior to the planned streetcar. 

 
Please explain any material differences in design features, 
construction/engineering techniques and demands and cost between the 
bus rapid transit stations and the streetcar stations. 
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There are no material differences between the Transitway stations and the 

streetcar stations. 

The transit stations being built for the Crystal City Potomac Yard Transitway will 

serve the future planned streetcar. The transit stations are designed to serve 

multiple types and number of transit vehicles including future streetcar vehicles. 

The stations include 10” high platforms (curbs) with a tactile warning strip along 

the edge of the platform, larger canopies, seating, and real time information 

displays, similar to the Pike transit stations. The platform length of the Transitway 

stations is 75 feet except one station is 60 feet long because of land use 

limitation and street grades at that location.   

The Columbia Pike transit stations are also intended to serve all transit riders on 

the Pike regardless of the mode, and the basic design with a 90-foot platform will 

serve multiple vehicles simultaneously. The 10” high curb along the 90-foot 

platform will allow for level boarding/alighting on buses and near level 

boarding/alighting on future streetcar vehicles. In fact, plans and designs for the 

transit stations (formerly called Super Stops) began before the County Board 

chose the ‘modified streetcar alternative” (which includes bus and streetcar 

modes) in 2006 after the local alternatives study.   

The Pike transit stations are designed to serve 250-1000 passenger boardings 

per day. The modular “kit-of-parts” design for the Pike Transit Stations will allow 

for down-sizing (shorter/smaller) or up-sizing (longer) depending on site 

constraints and transit ridership. 

 

B.   Transit Stop Features and Costs:  The public continues to question the 
projected cost of the transit stations.  Please provide a comparative 
analysis of the different jurisdictions examined with either bus rapid transit 
or streetcars (specify which) and discuss (a) why Arlington settled on the 
features we did despite differences with other cities and (b) the cost 
differential with other cities.  In sum, we need to justify to taxpayers why 
these stops cost as much as a new home. 

 

Staff researched bus rapid transit (BRT) and light rail transit (LRT) systems 
across the country.  We found a wide range of types and sizes of stations for 
different types and sizes of systems.  However, much of the information did not 
break out costs of constructing stations from the total construction costs of 
systems. We did identify a few comparable stations in other cities.  Costs of the 
transit stations range from $445,000 to $762,000.  Eugene spent $445,000 per 
station for the city’s BRT; Grand Rapids BRT station costs $662,000; and 
Charlotte spent $757,000 for its LRT station. 
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The City of Alexandria is building similar transit stations for their section of the 
Transitway on Route 1 and making a comparable level of investment in their 
Transitway infrastructure. 
 
We evaluated the Walter Reed Prototype Super Stop in several ways. We 
surveyed riders and users of the Walter Reed Prototype Super Stop and met with 
Pike stakeholders. We also worked with an experienced consultant to review the 
prototype design and the results of the survey / community outreach.  Using the 
results of the technical design review and outreach, the consultant developed 
design modifications to improve functionality and reduce construction and on-
going maintenance costs. The consultant developed an improved design that 
retains the overall aesthetics of the original design as requested by users and 
stakeholders and also provides: 

 Better canopy coverage and more windscreen protection 

 Better pedestrian circulation through and around the station 

 Improved ADA accessibility 

 Better seating 

 Less steel and reduced footprint of the steel columns 

 “Kit of parts” design (modular) which allows flexibility for down-sizing and 
up-sizing. 

 Reduced construction and maintenance costs 
 

Please provide a detailed breakdown of the cost of each major component 
of the transit stop, and the efforts made to reduce the cost with respect to 
each of those components. 

 
We did not do component-by-component cost comparisons with other localities. 
Such information is not readily available and would require extensive work to 
yield comparable information. 
 
With respect to the electronic arrival time information capability, given the 
prevalence of smartphones, tablets and other portable devices that can 
easily provide real-time transit information (and the fact that even if one 
does not possess such a device, the odds are good that another person at 
the transit stop will have such a device), as well as a cheaper alternative 
found at some ART bus stops, why was this feature retained after the 
redesign? 
 
Not all riders have smart phones or tablets, particularly some lower income 
transit riders, students, and older transit riders do not use smart phones or 
tablets.  Some riders have smart phones with limited use or data restrictions. It 
would not be reasonable to expect users to have to prevail on other users for 
arrival information. 
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Both Transitway and Pike transit stations will have real time displays that provide 

multimodal information in an electronic device as planned and as part of our 

overall goal to make transit easy to use.  The devices will display information on 

available bikes and bike share stations in the area as well as alerts and other 

public service announcements. 

The ART “Busfinders” device available at some ART bus stops can only provide 
ART bus information and cannot show real time information for Metrobus or other 
transit services. The ART “Busfinders” uses radio transmission which is not used 
by WMATA. The City of Alexandria’s Transitway stations will have electronic real 
time information displays. The Shirlington Station has real time information 
displays at each bus bay. Metrorail stations have electronic real time information 
displays.  

 

C.   Advertising:  Please explain whether advertising will be allowed on any 
part of the transit station structure (e.g., walls, seating, trash receptacle, 
message board) and projected revenue realized therefrom.   If no 
advertising will be allowed, why not? 

 
No, because the current County code does not allow for any advertising on 

transit structures or public facilities.  County staff may revisit this issue in the 

future, but it would require significant policy analysis and code changes. 

 
D.   Current Super Stop Issues:    The stop at the Pike and Walter Reed Drive 

has been plagued by faulty heating elements and a leaky roof, among other 
problems.   Were the repairs to these features and other remediated 
components covered under warranty at no cost to the County?   If not, why 
not?    Please provide an itemized breakdown of all repairs and 
expenditures for the Walter Reed transit stop since coming on line, and 
whether the County currently projects any further repair or remediation 
expenditures. 

 
The leaks in the roof were repaired and a rain diverter added to the canopy as an 
additional cost of $4,999.50.  
 
The ice melting system worked successfully on the sidewalk and was not 
plagued with problems; there were some minor repairs to the timing and sensing 
system which were covered by warranty. The ice melt system did not work as 
intended on the bench because of the bench design. The ice melt system has 
been eliminated from future transit stations as a cost-cutting measure. 
 
The heating problem with the real time information display was repaired by 
constructing a vent in the top of the pylon at an additional cost of $2,000. 
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Warranty would cover items that were installed or constructed not in accordance 
with specifications and approved design.  The County will evaluate cost-effective 
options for ameliorating design problems, including improving the benches, 
improving the back windscreen, adding additional windscreens, and expanding 
the cover to the Walter Reed station stop. 

 
5.  Comparison of per rider Subsidies 

All transit requires a subsidy.  In order to compare the efficiency of different 
modes of transit, it is necessary to understand the subsidy needed per rider for 
each mode. 
 
Please provide a comparison of the per rider subsidy for Metro rail, Metro bus, 
ART bus, “streetcar-like buses” or BRT as envisioned in Crystal City, and 
streetcar.   
 

WMATA (FY 2013 – System wide) 

Service Mode Subsidy per passenger trip 

Metrorail $0.85 

Metrobus* $2.77 

MetroAccess $46.93 

 

Arlington (FY 2013 – System wide) 
Service Mode Subsidy per passenger trip 
ART   $1.68 
STAR   $22.33 
 
Streetcar Program (Estimate*) 
Current Year (in 2013 dollars, if the streetcar were operating today) 
Range $1.34 – $2.09 
 
Forecast Year (2035 – 20-year forecast for which ridership level was projected) 
Range $1.52 – $2.37 
 
*Includes the Crystal City/Potomac Yard Transitway. 
** Estimate is based upon most recent ridership projections for the streetcar 
system. Operating costs are shown as a range based upon industry survey.  

 
6.  Parsons Consulting Contract 

A. Will/must the County Board vote on award of the contract to Parsons?   If 
the Board will vote, when is it expected to occur? 
 
County Board approval is not required for this contract.  
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B. If the Board will not vote, please explain why not. 

 
The County Purchasing Agent awarded this contract in accordance with the 
Arlington County Purchasing Resolution. Under the Purchasing Resolution, the 
only contracts that require Board approval are those for construction services 
over $250,000 in value and architectural and engineering services contracts over 
$50,000 in support of capital projects. This Program Management Consultant 
contract does not fall into either of these two categories. 

 
C. Explain the cost and substantive/programmatic factors that led to the 

selection decision. 
 
The Program Management Consultant (PMC) contract is supporting the 
Columbia Pike Streetcar Project as well as the Crystal City Streetcar Project.   
Arlington County used a qualifications-based procurement procedure for the 
PMC contract. To be eligible for federal funding, the services were procured to 
meet federal requirements, including federal Brooks Act provisions (chapter 11 of 
40 U.S.C) which require that engineering and design, and related services 
including program management services, be procured using a qualifications-
based method. This method involves negotiations on the cost of the professional 
services to be undertaken with the team that is determined to be the most 
qualified. If a contract cannot be negotiated with the top ranked team, 
negotiations are held with the second ranked team.  This is not dissimilar to 
County procedures for similar professional services contracts.  

The streetcar PMC proposals were evaluated against five evaluation criteria: 

 Proposal Responsiveness  
o Responsiveness to all items requested in the RFP, overall 

organization and clarity of proposal 

 Proposed Approach  
o Understanding of the required services, effectiveness of approach, 

including quality assurance program, understanding of issues and 
risks and approach towards resolving them 

 Organization and Management  
o Effectiveness of organizational structure managing sub-proposers 

and tasks; management approach in providing cost effective & 
timely services 

 Qualifications and Experience of the Firm/Team  
o Qualifications and experience of the team and key personnel 

providing services related to the scope of services 

 Qualifications and Experience of the Program Manager  
o Qualifications and experience of proposed Project Manager as 

related to the scope of services. 
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Negotiations were held with the team that was determined to be the top ranked 
team, based upon the evaluation criteria. The focus of the negotiations was the 
scope, deliverables schedule, staffing plan and cost of the first year work plan. In 
addition, rates were negotiated for the full term of the contract.   

The PMC contract has a seven year term, with three additional one year renewal 
options. The contract is deliverables-based and subject to ongoing review. The 
contractor is paid only for actual time spent on approved work tasks. The first 
year work effort is budgeted at between $7 million and $8 million; this range 
includes optional tasks that would only awarded if the specific work is required. 
Subsequent work programs will be negotiated and priced on the basis of the 
labor rates established in the contract.   

The scope involves 15 task areas and several subtasks for many of the tasks. 
Key areas in year one are the development of plans and procedures, including 
the safety and security management and quality plans; overseeing work of the 
engineering contractor; tracking and managing budget and schedule; developing 
third-party agreements; and finalizing vehicle requirements. In addition, a major 
effort in Year 1 will be an evaluation of alternative methods of delivering the 
project. This will include ways to combine final design and construction work into 
a single contract and exploring potential public-private partnerships. 

 
D. Who were the other bidders, and what were the most important reasons 

why Parsons bid was selected over the bids of any other bidders? 
 

PMC proposals were received from three teams:  

 AECOM Technical Services; 

 Arlington Streetcar Partners, joint venture of Gannett Fleming and 
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl; and  

 Parsons, in association with Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. and 
Jacobs.  

 
Parsons was selected as the top ranked Offeror by a Selection Committee, 
comprised of Arlington County and Fairfax County staff, for the following reasons: 

 Demonstrated more applicable experience and expertise, overall and 
within the leadership team, with more fixed guideway program 
management than the other teams, including identifying specific project 
risks and strategies to address;  

 Demonstrated extensive experience with overseeing transit fixed 
guideway design and construction activities, as well as familiarity with 
federal requirements through the team manager’s transit agency project 
work and FTA Program Management Oversight Contract (PMOC) 
assignments;  
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 Team Lead staff have significant expertise in their assigned areas, 
including engineering, environmental analysis, quality assurance, safety 
and security, financial analysis, and project management; 

 Showed a more detailed understanding of the project control system 
function for federal transit projects, including issues related to schedule 
and cost management, reporting and change administration; 

 Effective in identifying the action items that need to be completed and the 
key decisions that need to be made in the first 90 days;  

 Presented a comprehensive approach to the evaluation of alternative 
project delivery strategies.  

 
E. Please detail all contract provisions and funds related to public and media 

relations, promotion, marketing and similar services and materials (both 
print and electronic) for the streetcar. Regardless of whether or not the 
Parsons contract includes such funds and services, please detail such 
funds and services performed in whole or in part by County staff or other 
entities or individuals compensated in whole or in part with public funds, 
regardless of source. 

 
The PMC contract includes services related to communications and outreach. A 
main focus of the first year effort is providing information and seeking public input 
on project activities, including the engineering and environmental work. The Year 
1 activities include the following:  

 Development of a public and stakeholder outreach plan for the two (2) 
streetcar projects. The plan will include specific efforts to increase 
participation by traditionally under-represented populations and groups 
in the two (2) streetcar corridors, as required under Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964;   

 Development of the Streetcar Program logo and name that will be used 
for outreach materials;  

 Development of educational, communication and outreach materials 
for the Streetcar Program; 

 Development and maintenance of  a consolidated contact database 
that will be used for distribution of project updates and meeting notices;  

 Participation in coordination meetings with technical advisory 
committees and citizens coordination committees to provide 
information on the progress of the design work; 

 Attendance at stakeholder meetings and community events;   

 Making arrangements, developing materials and attending open house 
meetings to provide information on the engineering work on the two (2) 
streetcar projects; 

 Supporting both Counties in undertaking outreach activities complying 
with Title VI requirements, including translating materials into Spanish, 
attending meetings with Spanish speaking groups,  providing a 
translator at meetings; and   
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 Establishing a procedure and recording public comments and 
responses for the Streetcar projects in the program database, including 
comments on the environmental and engineering issues. 

 
The year one effort for these services is budgeted at $650,000; with some of 
this effort optional. 
 

County staff involved in streetcar education and outreach includes 1 
communications specialist position in the Department of Environmental Services. 
This position’s focus is the Transportation Capital program, which includes the 
streetcar projects, and it is funded through the Transportation Capital Fund. 
Communications and media staff in the County Manager’s Office also assist in 
streetcar education and outreach, as part of their duties highlighting all County 
projects and priorities. 


